Your Donations Make a Difference!
December 2016
“Thanks to you, we wake up every morning with extra motivation to better serve our community and do things
a little differently” - Caitlin, a New Member Educator of our Penn Affiliate.
For our Penn Affiliate, “doing things a little
differently” includes cultivating a healthy and safe
Greek environment. And prioritizing inclusivity and
diversity.
Your donation today will ensure that the Alpha Delta
Phi Society can continue to support our
undergraduates– at Penn and elsewhere – as they
work to improve their campuses, their communities,
and themselves. You allow us to cultivate new
affiliates, strengthen our current chapters, and
foster a life-long experience.
At a campus steeped in stereotypical Greek organizations and shaken by scandals, our Penn Affiliate has taken
a strong stand against assault. Twice this semester they have been praised in articles in the Daily
Pennsylvanian. They have been commended for offering an inclusive environment.
Every day, Alpha Delts across the country are working hard to make their campuses and communities safer and
more inclusive. We don’t have a tradition of hazing. Instead, we have traditions of commitment, respect, caring
and trust. We value intellectual curiosity, leadership development, and siblinghood.
Will you pitch in right now with a tax-deductible donation to SELEF? SELEF provides grants for personal and
educational growth – especially for undergraduates – but also for graduate members.
This year our undergrads brought speakers to tea gatherings and held literary festivals. They sponsored plays.
They are truly making a difference for their communities because of your generosity.
Your donation to SELEF also funds the Literary Competition. The Society usually dominates the Literary
Competition – and 2016 was no exception! Society members earned more than half of the awards and swept
the Fiction and Photography categories. In 2017, SELEF is piloting a literary graduate competition this year as
well!
The strength of our national Society is multiplying as we start new chapters and invigorate members from every
chapter because of supporters like you. Please make your year-end gift today!
Xaipe,
Alanna Kwoka, Brunonian 2010
Director of Development, Alpha Delta Phi Society

The Alpha Delta Phi Society, formed by a group of chapters that withdrew from the Alpha Delta Phi
Fraternity in 1992, is an independent and legally separate genderinclusive organization not affiliated with
the Fraternity.

